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Abstract 
Litow, B., A context-free language decision problem, Theoretical Computer Science 125 (1994) 
339-343. 
Let lc,lcN and Lc_{a, b}* be a context-free language and LI,I be the set of words w such that 
k Iw 1.2 IJw lb = 0 where Iw I,, and 1w lb are the numbers of occurrences of a and b in w, respectively. We 
give an EXPTIME (in grammar size) algorithm to decide whether or not (1) I%&,, =0, (2) LE&,,, 
and if L is unambiguous, (3) L= L,,,. 
1. Introduction 
The problem 
We let cfl and cfg abbreviate context-free language and context-free grammar, . 
respectively. Let A= (a, b}. If WEA* and YEA, then (w I,, denotes the number of 
occurrences of y in w and (wI=Jwla+lwlb. If k,IeN, then Lk,l={wEA*Jk(wI,- 
Ilwlb=O}. For example, LC1,l, is the set of words with the same number of a and b. 
Theorem 1. The following questions are in EXPTIME (in the grammar size) for an 
arbitrary cJE L c A* and Lk, l. 
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(1) LnLk,f=Q). 
c2) LsLk,l. 
(3) Given an unambiguous cfg, L = Lk, I. 
Organization of the paper 
Section 2 applies the Kuich-Salomaa algorithm to an equation system derived from 
a grammar for L and the given &I. Section 3 is the proof of Theorem 1. Section 4 
contains some questions and observations. 
2. The Kuich-Salomaa algorithm 
The chief idea in this section comes from [3, Ch. 163. Let G = (A, X, x0, P) be a cfg 
where X is the nonterminal set, x0 is the initial nonterminal and P is the production 
set. The size ICI of G is the sum of the lengths of the right-hand sides of all 
productions. The size of a system of equations in rational polynomials is similarly 
defined except that the bit sizes of numerical coefficients are also added. We describe 
a transformation of G into a system of equations r in real variables. Let k, HEN. We 
regard G as a set of equations, one for each nonterminal xiEX of the form 
xi=/?i.r+...+Pi,ji such that pi.1 )...) fii,j, are the right-hand sides of the 
xi productions in P. A system of polynomial equations of the form Zi = pi, where the 
dependent variable set is Z and the independent variable set is Y, is said to be proper if 
the set of support of each polynomial /3, is contained in (YnZ)+ -Z. Note that in the 
case of a grammar G this amounts to disallowing empty and single productions. We 
will assume that G is proper. 
Next we form r from G by first replacing each occurrence of the nonterminal Xi by 
the 2 x 2 matrix 
each occurrence of a by stk(l + U)-k and each occurrence of b by sz’(Z + U)‘. Here U is 
a 2 x 2 matrix that will be specified in Section 3. I is the 2 x 2 identity matrix, and the 
xi,c,d, t,T and s are real variables. Now r arises by writing down, for each xi,c,d, its 
equation derived from the matrix equation for Xi after all the substitutions have been 
carried out. 
Let xi(s, t, 7) be defined as the following sum over all WEA*. 
1 c(w)sl~l tkl~l+~I,(~ + u)-klwl.(r + ~)llwla 
such that c(w) is the number of leftmost derivations of w, starting from xi. The fact that 
G is proper ensures that c(w) will be finite. Note that Xi(S, t, r) is a 2 x 2 matrix function 
of s, t,2. We let xi,c,d(s, t, z) denote its row c, column d component. 
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The next result summarizes the Kuich-Salomaa algorithm [3], applied to r. 
Flajolet [2] has applied this algorithm to deciding ambiguity for particular cfg. 
Theorem 2 (Kuich-Salomaa). For each Xi,c,d, r can be converted in 2°(IG’) time into 
a polynomial, P(s, t, T, Z)EZ [s, t, z, z], such that 
Proof. Everything is immediate from Kuich-Salomaa except perhaps for the time 
bound. We sketch the justification here. First note that the size of d =Irl is O(lG[). 
The crucial parameter is the number of variables which is bounded above by d. The 
Kuich-Salomaa algorithm involves three operations, forming resultants, polynomial 
GCD, and finding factors of multivariate rational polynomials. The resultant is the 
only size increasing operation. There are roughly 2d steps and there is a positive 
constant /I such that the following all increase by at most a factor of fi, the number of 
new polynomials, their maximum degree in any variable, and the coefficient bit size. 
The number of dependent variables decreases in each step. Actually during the steps 
the number of remaining variables roughly doubles but the doubling involves tempor- 
ary variables which disappear at the end of each step. 0 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 
We can, without loss of generality, assume that k E 1~ 0 mod 4. We introduce the 
matrix U: 
[ 
1 2qG-2 
0 Fl 1 . 
By calculation, 
p= 
1 -4 
[ 1 0 -1 
and 
Also by calculation, U4 = I, and (I + U)- l exists. Next observe that 
x&, t, l/t)= 1 c(w)s’“‘Z+ c C(W)S’W’tk’w’.-“w’a(z+ U)“w’b-k’w’. 
klwl.=‘lwl, klwl.>‘lw/, 
+ c C(W)Sl~lt~l~I.-~I~ls(~+ ~)hWWa, 
klwl.<llwls 
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Let C(m,p) denote the binomial coefficient. Using the binomial expansion for 
(I+ U) llwls-klwl. in the summation where 21 WI,,> kl wla; the fact that if m -0 mod4, 
then for ie{O, 1,2,3}, Cp-imodh C(m,p)=2”-‘; and the fact that (U)1,2+(Uz)1,2+ 
(U3)W = -8, we obtain 
xg,l,J(s, t, l/t)= 1 C’(W)s’W’tk’w’.-“w’s-2 
k,&,w, c(w)2 
~l~la~kl~l.~I~ltkl~I~-li~l~~ 
klwl.>llwl, a b 
Here the coefficient c’(w) is the product of c(w) and ((I+ U)“wib-kiW1’)1,2. 
Let go(s, t, l/t)~~c(w)2’l”l~~“l”l~sl”l tkl~l.-b4~, and W, t)=xo, I ,A t, llt)+2g&, t, l/t). 
We have 
Note that h(s, t) does not depend on l/t. Thus, we have that 
h(s, O)= 2 c c(w)s’w’. 
klWI.=lIWla 
It is straightforward to obtain a proper equation system for g,,(s, t, 7). Indeed this is 
essentially the generating series of G. From the two proper equation systems, one 
involving x0, 1, z and the other go, construct a proper equation system for 
sxo, 1,2 +2sg, by adjoining a new equation in a new dependent variable 
h = sxo, 1,2 + 2sgo to all the equations of the two systems. Applying Theorem 2, we 
obtain in EXPTIME a polynomial equation for w(s, t, z) = sxo, 1, z(s, t, z) + 2sg,(s, t, z): 
P(s, t, t, w(s, t, 7)) = 0. 
Let d be the degree of P in the variable r and Q(s, t, w)= tdP(s, t, l/t, w). Now we must 
have Q(s, t, h(s, t)) = 0 and it is clear from this that we can decide whether or not 
h(s, 0) = 0 in EXPTIME. Clearly, from the previous paragraph, h(s, 0)=0 iff 
LnLk,l =8. This decides (1) of Theorem 1. In order to decide (2) note that 
h(s,O)=~c(w)s~“~ iff LGL,,,. Since Cc(w)s’“’ is the generating series for G, we can 
again obtain in EXPTIME a polynomial, R(s, h(s, O)-CC(W)S~“~)=O and decide 
whether or not h(s, 0)-Cc(w)s IwI = 0. Finally, (3) follows from (2) by first noting that in 
the unambiguous case, L = Lk, I iff L c L.+, l and h(s,O) coincides with the generating 
series for Lk,l. 0 
4. Questions and observations 
Note that the choice of U is largely arbitrary, we needed only, (U + U2 + U3)1, 2 #O; 
U4 = I; and (I + U)- ’ exists. The simpler choice U2 = I is unworkable. 
Range1 [4] considered cfl containment problems and derived both positive and 
negative results. In particular, he showed that L G Lo is decidable for arbitrary cfl 
L&A* when Lo is either the set of even length palindromes over A or the Dyck 
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language with a and b being left and right parentheses, respectively. The method given 
in this paper appears to be useless for these “syntactic” constraints, as opposed to 
“counting” constraints. Range1 also obtained positive results when Lo is a kind of 
linear cfl. However, e.g., L1, I is not linear. One way to see this is to use Exercise 2.6.6 
of [l] which is a pumping lemma for linear cfl. However, even extending our method 
to LsL, where Ls{a,b,c}* and Lo={w~{a,b,c}*~Iw~,=Iwlb=IwIc} appears to be 
impossible. Finally, we mention the decidability of whether or not L~IL~,~ is infinite. 
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